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All titles are shelved alphabetically by author’s last name in the YA lounge unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Anderson, Nathan. Jak and the Scarlet Thread.  (Young Adult Fiction Anderson) 

Jak Hamelton discovers, and decides to follow, messages written on mysterious old-looking plaques. Is 
Jak in a dream? He doesn't know for sure but he's glad for the company and wisdom of Gramps, and 
feels protective of his sister Tess, who are both walking along with Jak. Jak's adventures in this volume 
align with the Biblical stories in the first book of the Bible, Genesis. 

 
Batson, Wayne.  Dreamtreaders. (Juvenile Fiction  Batson) 
 After discovering that he is a Dreamtreader, one who can enter and explore his own dreams, fourteen-
 year-old Archer must protect the waking world from the Nightmare Lord, who wreaks chaos in the Dream 
 World. 
 
Bergren, Lisa.  Season of Wonder.  (Young Adult Fiction Bergren) 

The year is 2095. Gifted teens known as Remnants have been chosen and trained to act as humanity's 
last hope to rectify the horrors that are now part of everyday life. But the Sons of Sheol are determined to 
stop them.  This is the first book in the Remnant series. 

 
Black, Chuck.  Cloak of the Light.  (Young Adult Fiction Black) 

Since the age of twelve when his father died, Drew has been mentored by one of his father's friends from 
Special Forces, and he must put his skills to use a few years later when he becomes involved in a war 
between realms. 

 
Clark, Lisa.  The Messengers: Discovered.  (Young Adult Fiction Clark) 

In a future world with no religion, life is standardized by the government and curiosity is repressed, but 
fifteen-year-old Simon joins a movement dedicated to sharing the Scriptures his nation has banned. 
Includes book club questions. 

 
Clipston, Amy.  Miles From Nowhere.  (Young Adult Fiction Clipston) 

Chelsea has always been focused on her dreams of fashion design. But as she settles into her role as 
lead designer for a summer stock theatre group, tensions begin to rise. When college boy Dylan joins the 
production she finds herself breaking rules, sneaking out to meet Dylan, and soon must decide whether 
her heart is leading her in the right direction after all. 

 
Davis, Bryan.  Beyond the Reflection’s Edge.  (Young Adult Fiction Davis) 

After losing his parents, an investigator and a renowned violinist, sixteen-year-old Nathan joins forces 
with the daughter of a family friend to carry on his father's work, which leads them through a strange 
mirror into another world where dark forces await them. 

 
Garrett, Ginger. Chosen: the lost diaries of Queen Esther. (Adult Fiction Garrett) 

Esther, a beautiful young Jewish woman, is captured and becomes the wife of the Persian king, Xerxes, 
but when she discovers the king's plan to commit genocide against her people she knows she must act. 

  
Jones, Jenny. There You’ll Find Me.  (Young Adult Fiction Jones) 

Eighteen-year-old Finley, seeking God, quiet time to prepare for an audition at a prestigious music 
conservatory, and knowledge of the land her deceased brother loved, spends senior year in Ireland, 
where teen movie idol Beckett Rush, equally troubled, desires her company. 

 
Kanner, Rebecca.  Esther.  (Adult Fiction Kanner) 
 A fictional telling of how Queen Esther risked her life to prevent the killing of all the Jews in Persia. 
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Mackall, Dandi Daley.  Larger-Than-Life Lara.  (Young Adult Fiction Mackall) 
Using the writing techniques she has learned in school, fourth-grader Laney relates how an 
obese girl new to the class changes the lives of those around her, despite being bullied by her 
peers. 

 
Martin, Charles.  Long Way Gone.  (Adult fiction Martin) 
 At the age of eighteen, musician and songwriter Cooper O'Connor took everything his father held dear 
 and drove 1,200 miles from home to Nashville, his life riding on a six-string guitar and the bold wager that 
 he had talent. But his wager soon proved foolish.  A radical retelling of the story of the prodigal son, Long 
 Way Gone takes us from tent revivals to the Ryman Auditorium to the tender relationship between a 
 broken man and the father who never stopped calling him home. 
 
McVoy, Terra. Pure.  (Adult Fiction McVoy) 

Fifteen-year-old Tabitha and her four best friends all wear purity rings to symbolize their pledge to remain 
virgins until they marry, but when one admits that she has broken the pledge each girl must reexamine 
her faith, friendships, and what it means to be pure. 

 
Reynolds, Luke.  The Looney Experiment.  (Young Adult Fiction Reynolds) 

Atticus couldn't feel lower. He's in love with a girl who doesn't know he exists, he is the class bully's 
personal punching bag, and his dad has just left the family. Into this drama steps Mr. Looney, a 77-year-
old substitute teacher with uncanny insight and a most unconventional approach to teaching.  

 
Robertson, Sadie.  Life Just Got Real.  (Young Adult Fiction Robertson) 

Sixteen-year-olds A.J. Smith and Kate Kelly couldn’t be more different.  They instantly dislike each other 
until they are both invited to appear on a reality television show.  A friendship between the two girls just 
might grow but only if they both live original and stay true to whom God made them to be.  
 

Smith, Jill.  The Prophetess: Deborah’s story.  (Adult Fiction Smith) 
As an Israelite woman, Deborah, will marry, have a family, and teach her children about Adonai. But God 
has another plan. Israel has been under the terror of Canaan's armies for twenty years, and now God has 
called her to deliver her people from this oppression. Will her people believe God's calling on her life?  

 
Taylor, Diana. Claudia, Wife of Pontius Pilate. (Adult Fiction Taylor) 
 Claudia, the illegitimate granddaughter of Caesar Augustus and wife of Lucius Pontius Pilate, struggles to 
 make the best of her life in troubled Judea and finds peace in the teachings of a mysterious Jewish 
 Rabbi. 
 
Thoene, Bodie. When Jesus Wept.  (Adult Fiction Thoene) 

When Jesus Wept, the first novel in The Jerusalem Chronicles series, unfolds the turbulent times in 
Judea during Jesus' ministry, centering on the friendship between Jesus and Lazarus.  
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